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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. Use of

properties tables of fluid and related Charts

is permissible. All questions carry equal

marks.

5. (a) Derive Energy equation for boundary

layer formed over a hot flat plate. 8

(b) Differentiate free and forced

convection. 4

(c) A cylinder body of 300 mm diameter

and 1.6 m height is maintained at a

constant temperature of 40oC. The

surrounding temperature is 15oC. Find

the amount of heat to be generated by

the body per hour.

Take :

ρ = 1.025 kg/m3,

Cp = 0.96 kJ/kg –K,

v = 15 × 10–6 m2/s,

k = 00892 kJ/m–h–K and

β =1.298 K–1. 8

6. Discuss the following : 20

(a) Plank's distribution law

(b) Stefan Boltzmann law

(c) Kirchhoff's law

(d) Shape factor

(e) Radiation shields.
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1. (a) Define thermal conductivity. Discuss the

variations of thermal conductivity with

reference to temperature of metals, non-

metals, liquid and gases. 10

(b) A black body at 30oC is heated to 100oC.

Calculate the increase in its emissive

power. 5

(c) Hot air at 150oC flows over a flat plate

maintained at 50oC. The forced convec-

tion heat transfer coefficient is

75 W/m2–K. Calculate the heat gain rate

by the plate through an area of 2 m2. 5

2. At a certain time, the temperature distribution

in a long cylinderical tube with an inner radius

of 250 mm and outside radius of 400 mm is

given by T(r)=750 + 1000 r – 5000 r2 (oC).

Where r is in metres. The thermal conductivity

and thermal diffusivity of the material are

58 W/m–K and 0.004 m2/h, respectively.

Calculate (i) Rate of heat flow at inside and

outside surfaces per unit length. (ii) Rate of

heat storage per unit length and (iii) Rate of

change of temperature at inner and outer

surfaces. 20

3. (a) Derive expressions for temperature

distribution and heat dissipation in a

straight fin (uniform cross-section) for

infinitely long fin. 10

(b) Derive an expression of temperature at

the centre of a plane wall with uniform

heat generation Q0 per unit volume. Take

thickness = 2L and surface temperature

on either side = Ts. 10

4. (a) Derive an expression for temperature

distribution in a body at time (t) during

a Newtonian cooling or heating in terms

of Biot number and Fourier number. 12

(b) Explain the applications of Heisler

and Grober charts in transient heat

conduction. 8
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7. (a) Classify heat exchanger. What do you

mean by fouling inheat exchanger ? 6

(b) Derive expression for effectiveness by

NTU method in case of parallel flow

heat exchanger. 14

8. Derive the following expressions for laminar

film condensation of vertical plate : 20

(a) Velocity distribution

(b) Boundary layer thickness

(c) Film heat transfer coefficient.
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